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A B S T R A C T   

Sandstone rock outcrops form a unique part of the landscape of Central Europe. Due to climate conditions, they 
are mostly covered by dense vegetation. With some limitations, laser scanning technology allows the ground to 
be captured even under the tree canopy, making it a powerful tool for mapping vegetated and inaccessible 
terrain. A challenge in deriving a digital terrain model from an acquired point cloud lies in filtering, i.e., 
discrimination between ground and non-ground points. Conventional filtering methods applied on complex high- 
energy terrain with formations resembling man-made objects, e.g., rock walls, do not provide satisfactory results 
with respect to the accuracy of point assignment to ground and non-ground classes and consequently terrain 
modelling. However, the quality of digital terrain models is critical for geomorphometric applications and 
recognition of spatial patterns. This study proposes three filtering methods adapted to various morphological 
conditions of sandstone landscape regions i.e., spatially conditioned filtering, object-oriented classification, and 
filtering with additional terrain data. Spatially conditioned filtering is based on a well-known method of trian-
gulated irregular network densification, but it adjusts selected parameters in an iterative way. This has been 
proven to be successful in filtering sandstone rocks by the application of distinct sets of parameters to areas with 
and without rock formations. Object-oriented classification distinguishes between rock pillars and trees in rock 
cities based on features describing the distribution of points inside these objects. The method achieved an overall 
accuracy of 85 % with respect to manually filtered data and outperformed the conventional methods. Filtering 
with additional terrain data requires already filtered and co-registered references for spatial querying. Evaluation 
by GNSS measurements showed that the digital terrain model derived using this method achieved a higher ac-
curacy than that derived by conventional methods.   

1. Introduction 

Digital terrain models belong among important data sources in 
geomorphological research. They are expected to be geometrically ac-
curate, complete and up-to-date. Surveying by means of terrestrial 
methods (total stations, terrestrial laser scanning) are the most precise 
but time-consuming and not suitable for larger areas and high-energy 
terrains. Tree canopy prevents terrain data capturing in vegetated 
areas by photogrammetric methods. Airborne laser scanning (ALS) 
overcomes this limitation to high extent and has been widely applied in 
geosciences in the last two decades (e.g., Alho et al., 2011; Hayakawa 
and Oguchi, 2016). A large variety of geomorphological processes may 
be quantified, and landforms detected using ALS. Bollmann et al. (2011) 
utilised ALS for glacier boundary detection, deriving of mass balance, 

excerption of crevasse zones, and classification of glacier surface fea-
tures in a high alpine landscape. Neotectonic activity was investigated 
with ALS in the Little Hungarian Plain (Pannonian Basin) by Székely 
et al. (2009). Another example is the application of ALS in fluvial (river) 
geomorphology, where ALS data sets provide information on water- 
land-boundaries or the elevation of the riparian foreland and their 
roughness (Vetter et al., 2011). High resolution topography and other 
techniques for proper displacement identification are valuable tools for 
reliable description of unstable slopes (Castagnetti et al., 2014). The 
importance of ALS data for geomorphometric analyses of sandstone 
landscapes under forest, similar to study areas in the presented paper, is 
discussed in Jancewicz and Porębna (2022). 

The sandstone phenomenon creates an unusual part of the Central 
European landscape. The Bohemian Cretaceous Basin, one of the most 
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extensive areas of sandstone in Europe, occupies the northern part of 
Czechia, and partially extends to Germany and Poland. Steep walls, 
labyrinths of deep and narrow gorges with debris at their bottoms, 
bizarre-shaped rocky pillars and pinnacles, and flat sandstone plateaus 
split by rectangular joint systems characterise probably the most fasci-
nating localities, which in some languages are known as rock cities (e.g., 
Felsenstadt in German) (Migoń et al., 2017). However, the sandstone 
relief is not limited to rock cities, it includes assemblages of rock out-
crops from small rocks hidden in forests, through larger blocks, to 
imposing vertical or even overhanging rock walls. Under the climate 
conditions of Central Europe, most sandstone areas are covered by dense 
vegetation, often coniferous (Härtel et al., 2007). 

Surveying and mapping rugged, wooded, and often inaccessible 
sandstone landscapes has always been a challenging task for topogra-
phers and cartographers, and a lack of high-quality maps has made any 
further research in these areas complicated. Photogrammetry, as the 
most commonly used technique for topographic mapping, is of limited 
use in rugged and forested rock terrains. Aerial images usually only 
show rocks taller than the tree canopy, whereas large areas covered with 
vegetation or occluded by higher rock formations remain hidden. With 
ALS, a change for the better has come about. ALS provides digital 3D 
data with a high density (tens of points per sq. m may be easily achieved, 
Qin et al., 2016), and accuracy (at the level of 0.15 m standard deviation 
in the 3D position, Xie et al., 2020). The key feature of this technology 
for mapping wooded terrains is the ability of the laser pulses to penetrate 
the vegetation (depending on the density) whereby enabling ground 
points under the canopy to be measured. Although it also suffers from 
some disadvantages in extremely rugged terrain (e.g., areas without 
measurements due to the shadow of high objects), it may greatly 
improve the quality of information about the terrain. 

The most significant drawback of ALS data in sandstone areas is 
hidden in the processing part. An essential task is filtering, i.e., the 
classification of acquired data into ground and non-ground points (Bri-
ese, 2010). The ability to filter points in the point cloud to ground points 
only enables a visualisation and analysis of rock outcrops. However, 
conventional filtering techniques do not provide satisfactory results 
mainly due to extreme height differences within small areas and, 
therefore, outcropping rock formations are deformed. Moreover, the 
landscape forms vary widely in sandstone areas so a single approach 
cannot be applied universally in all regions. 

Despite the imperfections in DTMs, ALS data has been widely 
employed for geomorphometric applications in sandstone landscapes, 
including recognition of spatial patterns of canyons and joint systems, 
valley networks, intensive river erosion, mass movements and escarp-
ment retreat, occurrence and distribution of boulders hidden in the 
forest canopy, quantification of proportions of convex and concave 
features, and many more. For example, Duszyński et al. (2018) inves-
tigated the evolution of boulder-filled canyons using a morphometric 
protection index calculated from DTM enhanced by fieldwork due to the 
insufficient point density for capturing the geomorphological details of 
the canyon network. Different trajectories in evolutional stages of 
tableland determined by lithological and structural characteristics are 
presented in Migoń et al. (2020). Several errors in the used DTM were 
encountered in the study, which were solved by manual intervention in 
the classified point cloud. Hydrological and geomorphometric ap-
proaches were merged in the analysis of the topographic wetness index 
aimed at the recognition of structural connectivity in Jancewicz et al. 
(2019). Multiple topographic metrics and indices were used for explo-
ration and classification of evolutionary histories of escarpments in the 
Stołowe Mountains tableland in Migoń and Kasprzak (2016). Jancewicz 
et al. (2020) presented the possibilities of using multiple national DTMs 
with different characteristics for geomorphometric purposes. Most of the 
studies concur that the results of analyses suffer from the quality of 
available DTMs. Some DTM properties, such as point density and 
occluded areas, may only be improved by more suitable data acquisition 
but others, such as missing rock formations and artefacts caused by 

unfiltered echoes from vegetation, may be enhanced with a better per-
forming filtering method or by manual editing. Success rate of the effort 
to improve DTM largely depends on the point density of the original 
point cloud (Jancewicz and Porębna, 2022). 

The aim of this paper is to present improved ALS filtering methods 
leading to the higher accuracy of a derived DTM in different, but in the 
Central European context typical, types of sandstone landscapes. Three 
different solutions partially based on conventional filtering methods are 
proposed and experimentally tested. Iterative spatially conditioned 
filtering is suited to sandstone landscapes with dominating compact rock 
walls and plateaus. For areas characterised by rock pillars and trees in 
rock cities, a novel method of object-oriented filtering has been devel-
oped. Finally, a method that is dependent on existing pre-filtered (in our 
case, less dense) terrain data, and that is scalable to almost any type of 
terrain has been designed. This approach was motivated by new projects 
collecting ALS datasets over the same area with higher point density to 
update and improve existing DTMs. 

2. Specifics of ALS data in high-energy vegetated terrain 

Nowadays, ALS is a widely used technology with the advantages in 
sensing mostly independent of weather, fast acquisition of points with 
3D coordinates on large areas in comparison to terrestrial methods, 
partial penetration of signal through tree canopy, and much more (see 
Shan and Toth, 2018; Vosselman and Maas, 2010). The section focuses 
on ALS data collected in high-energy vegetated terrain or, specifically, in 
sandstone landscapes from three perspectives. Firstly, aspects of data 
acquisition are discussed to introduce potential drawbacks that influ-
ence further work with the data. The second, most comprehensive, part 
describes alternative approaches to filtering ALS data for which 
commonly used methods do not produce satisfactory results. Finally, 
available datasets from sandstone landscapes in Czechia are listed with a 
brief description of their acquisition and processing. 

2.1. Data acquisition 

Some limitations arise from the rugged terrain itself. Occluded areas 
(i.e., areas without data; Fig. 1A) are often present due to considerable 
height differences and scanning geometry, and they occur more 
frequently when wider scanning angles (over ±15◦ off nadir) are used. 
The effect is clearly observable behind protruding rock towers or at the 
bottom of deep and narrow gorges. Therefore, the resulting point cloud 
has a highly variable point density (Fig. 1B) that complicates further 
processing. The occluded areas may be partially eliminated by repeated 
scanning using different flight directions; however, this approach ex-
tends the flight time, and subsequently the scanning and processing 
costs. 

Other issues are related to geometric adjustment of overlapping 
point clouds (strips) collected from the individual flight lines of the 
aircraft. The complexity of a rugged sandstone terrain has a significant 
effect on the process of finding matching primitives in overlapping point 
clouds. The success of this process strongly depends on the density of the 
point cloud. With a density of tens of points per sq. m, objects suitable 
enough for cloud matching may be found on rock surfaces. If the density 
is lower, the point cloud is not able to fully describe the rock surface, 
which makes the correspondence problem an ill-posed one (Shan and 
Toth, 2018). With an increasing point density, smaller discrepancies 
after strip adjustment have a substantial negative influence on the 
resulting data. As the rocky features are often sharply delineated, the 
difference between adjusted point clouds is evident on rock faces and 
edges, which additionally complicates further processing, especially 
filtering and classification. 

Dense vegetation may totally prevent echoes reaching the ground. 
Scanning during leaf-off periods may be a solution, but it does not help 
much in the case of coniferous vegetation. Generally, parts of the relief 
visible from above or covered by just a few branches are more 
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thoroughly captured than hidden parts from the bottom of ravines. 
However, for topographic mapping it seems to be just as, or even more, 
important to gain information about the base of rocks, as it may form the 
only passable way through a rocky area without the need of climbing. In 
addition to lower density in clefts, the accuracy of measurements may 
also be affected by the multipath effect (Fig. 1C). 

Due to the wide scanning angles, overhangs that may be commonly 
found in sandstone landscapes are frequently captured. If the output is 
not a 3D model of the rocks, overhangs are not desirable. Keeping the 
form of the bottom or the overhanging part of the rock in the DTM may 
cause a considerable deformation of the rock shape or cover a possible 
path under the overhang. 

2.2. Data processing 

Processing of acquired point clouds usually includes data filtering 
(eliminating non-ground points) or classification (discriminating echoes 
reflected from the ground, vegetation, building, etc.). A broad variety of 
filtering algorithms have been developed so far (Shan and Toth, 2018). 
The concept behind these algorithms is to eliminate non-ground points 
using a specific geometry criterion, e.g., maximum height difference for 
a given distance (Vosselman, 2000), maximum angle from neighbouring 
points (Axelsson, 2000), relative height above surface computed in a 
previous iteration (Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998). All these procedures usu-
ally work successfully, using a threshold dependent on the type of pro-
cessed area. If a threshold is set too strictly, the resulting relief 
interpolated from the DTM seems to be smoother, eliminating small 
terrain features and causing type I errors (classification of ground points 
as non-ground). On the other hand, parameters that are set too loosely 
not only keep the microtopography of the relief, but also mark echoes 
reflected from low vegetation as ground points, leading to type II errors 
(classification of non-ground points as ground). Having a priori knowl-
edge of relief type, it is usually possible to find a suitable threshold. 

However, this approach may not succeed in a wooded and extremely 
rugged landscape. The assumption that points lying too high from the 
expected ground are non-ground points is simply not met in the case of 
nearly vertical walls and rock pillars. In an urban landscape, algorithms 
for filtering are expected to filter out both vegetation and buildings 
(Shan and Toth, 2018) but in rock cities, building-like structures form a 
part of the terrain and only vegetation needs to be filtered out. The 
theory has been proven multiple times in studies comparing the per-
formance of filtering methods. For example, Sithole and Vosselman 
(2004) compared traditional filtering methods in various terrains and 
land cover types. In the case of steep slopes, errors for most of the 
methods increased. Similar results were observed by Zhao et al. (2018) 

in vegetated mountain areas. Slopes in their test locations reached up to 
40◦, which can be considered as steep slopes but the rock faces in 
sandstone landscapes exceed this value significantly. Depending on the 
parameters of an employed method, sharp edges of rock plateaus are 
often smoothed, whole pillars are filtered out, and new terrain features 
are created by relics of vegetation echoes in the filtered relief of rock 
areas (Fig. 2). 

In general, the following strategies for more successful ground point 
extraction in high-energy vegetated relief may be applied:  

1) Semi-automatic filtering. This process combines conventional 
processing, i.e., filtering algorithms like TIN densification (Axelsson, 
2000) or robust interpolation (Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998) followed by a 
manual refinement of the results. The point density is the essential 
parameter, especially in very rugged terrain, as without adequate 
sampling smaller rock features are indistinguishable from echoes 
coming from vegetation (Fig. 3). Two main approaches may be used, 
i.e., setting strict filtering parameters and manually returning the 
rock formations back to the ground class or setting loose parameters 
and then eliminating vegetation from the ground. Based on the au-
thors' experience, the second approach seems to be more suitable if 
focus is on keeping as many small terrain features as possible. 2D and 
3D views of point clouds may be used during manual processing. In 
the case of 2D views, an axonometric or profile look is often applied, 
with the option of interactive selection of more points. For better 
perceiving objects in the scene, a slight rotation in the space is very 
helpful, because it allows the relative 3D position of points to be 
understood even in 2D. The scanning pattern, depending on the 
scanning device used, also affects the visual interpretation to a great 
extent. More uniformly spaced points along lines are better for visual 
interpretation than irregularly intersecting wavy patterns (Fig. 4). 
Additional supporting information from a topographic map, data-
base, or orthophoto may be helpful. In general, it is a very time- 
consuming procedure requiring both practice and good knowledge 
of relief characteristics. For example, this strategy was applied in 
Migoń et al. (2020) and for a limited scope in the Czech nationwide 
product DMR 5G (Dušánek, 2014, see Subsection 2.3 for more de-
tails). Jancewicz and Porębna (2022) established a semi-automatic 
filtering process of relatively dense point cloud (10 points per sq. 
m) with an automatic pre-filtering based on elevation difference 
threshold value (Meng et al., 2010) applied on the raster of minimum 
heights within the cells.  

2) Filtering with additional information. Since conventional filtering 
methods are mostly based on the evaluation of geometric 

A) B) C)

Fig. 1. Effects of rugged terrain on an ALS point cloud. A) Occluded areas due to a high rock pillar and scanning geometry. B) Visualisation of the point cloud from 
one flight strip - high point density on the exposed side of rock formations (1) and occluded areas (2). C) The double-bounce effect – the laser pulse firstly reaches the 
ground (1) and bounces (2). Coordinates of the resulting point in the point cloud (3) are calculated based on the time-of-flight and the scanning angle, and are, 
therefore, not correct. 
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A) B)

Fig. 2. Illustration of effect of setting 
method parameters. Profiles show results of 
lasground function from LAStools (Isenburg, 
2020) applied on a very dense point cloud 
(hundreds of points per sq. m). Dark brown 
dots represent ground points and grey dots 
non-ground points, Strict parameters (step 
5, offset 0.5) result in filtered-out rock pillar 
and some smaller rock features or boulders 
but also in precise classification of vegeta-
tion to non-ground points (A). On the con-
trary, loose parameters (step 0.5, offset 20) 
leave most of the points of the rock pillar 
and boulders in ground but also include tree 
trunks and part of the tree crown (B). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)   

A) B)

Fig. 3. Profiles of point clouds with different point densities. Density of approximately 1.5 points per sq. m (A) may not be sufficient to reliably distinguish trees and 
rock features. A three-time denser point cloud (B) gives a better representation of the objects (tree on the left, pillar on the right). 

A) B)

Fig. 4. Profiles of point clouds with different scanning patterns. The objects may be more easily interpreted in a point cloud with uniformly distributed points along 
scanning lines (A) in comparison to the wavy pattern (B) even though the number of points is more than five times smaller. 
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information of points, additional information may help to distinguish 
between ground and non-ground points. Such information may be 
either another property of the pulse (e.g., echo amplitude) or data 
from optical sensors.  
– Properties of the pulse itself. Contemporary scanning systems 

support the retrieval of more information about the returned pulse 
than its 3D coordinates. This information, often referred to as full- 
waveform information, most commonly includes the order of re-
turn, total number of returns for reflected pulse, returned echo 
amplitude, and width (Wagner et al., 2006, 2004). Utilisation of 
this additional information for point cloud filtering is useful even 
for advanced modelling tasks. From real examples, the computa-
tion of the height difference between the first and last returns may 
be mentioned (Csaplovics, 2007). Another approach was presented 
by Doneus and Briese (2006), who used echo width to eliminate 
the remaining low vegetation after the filtering procedure. A more 
sophisticated approach of using robust interpolation to introduce 
this additional information as a priori weight for the individual 
points into filtering was presented by Mandlburger et al. (2007). 
This was further elaborated by Mücke et al. (2008), who proposed 
considering an amplitude-dependent adaptation of the previously 
mentioned a priori weights, because the values of the echo width 
of the last points with low echo amplitude are significantly noisier. 
Paleček and Kubíček (2018) calculated the ratio between echo 
width and amplitude to filter data in rocky landscapes. Based on 
the results of the studies mentioned above, the role of additional 
pulse information for data filtering seems to be more supplemen-
tary than crucial.  

– Information from an optical sensor. Information from an optical 
sensor (red, green, blue and/or infrared bands), preferably taken 
simultaneously with a laser scanning campaign, may also be 
considered. Extreme care must be taken while orthorectifying the 
aerial images, as even a small shift can devalue the usability of the 
attributes. Bare sandstone rocks, taller than the canopy, may be 
identified automatically by image classification algorithms. This 
approach was used in experiments with data from the GeNeSiS 
project (Geoinformation Networks for the cross border National 
Park Region of Saxon-Bohemian Switzerland – see Subsection 2.3 
for details) as described in Gąsior (2006). As the tops of sandstone 
rocks are usually very vertically broken with a network of cracks, 
shadows can mislead the classification, so the refinement of its 
result should be considered, especially for a dense point cloud. 
This approach is not applicable for the classification of points lying 
under vegetation.  

3) Filtering adjusted to specific terrain. In cases where the aim is to 
filter just a location with specific terrain, adjusted methods may be 
employed. These methods often cannot compete with conventional 
methods when applied on different situations than they are designed 
for, but they outperform conventional methods if applied on the 
specific scene. For example, Štroner et al. (2021) developed a 
method suitable for vegetation filtering on steep slopes from a point 
cloud derived by structure from motion (SfM) algorithms and tested 
it on railway ledges. Zhao et al. (2016) proposed an improved pro-
gressive TIN densification filtering method adjusted for usage in 
forested areas with steep slopes, where it outperformed the original 
progressive TIN densification method. A general description of two 
methods that are practically implemented for specific sandstone 
areas in this paper follows.  
– Spatially conditioned filtering. This approach was applied for 

example by Trommler (2007) on a sandstone landscape point 
cloud. It is based on the assumption that the success rate of the 
filtering method in sandstone areas depends on the parameters of 
the settings. The area of interest is divided into classes, and for 
each class the filtering parameters are set differently. Steep rock 
faces form a separate category with less strict parameters for 
filtering, in order to keep the information about the edges of cliffs. 

The limitation of this method is that there is a strong need for the 
data delimiting the classes to have an adequate level of detail and 
accuracy. For example, classification of an orthophoto where a 
rock taller than the surrounding trees is easily identifiable, may be 
employed for this purpose but it is not applicable for objects hid-
den under the canopy. Moreover, after filtering, problems with 
merging the data into a seamless DTM must be resolved. Imple-
mentation of this approach is proposed in Subsection 4.1.  

– Object-oriented classification. The processing of laser scanning 
point clouds may be more robust when analysing objects rather 
than individual points (Sithole, 2005), similar to human visual 
interpretation of the point cloud. Segmentation needs to be carried 
out first. Various approaches to this task have been developed, e.g., 
region-growing-based segmentation with defined homogeneity 
and the spatial proximity of points is often used (Shan and Toth, 
2018). Classification of individual segments is applied afterwards. 
The second proposed method makes use of this approach and in-
vents features based on the distribution of the points within objects 
of the rock pillars and trees (Subsection 4.2).  

4) Filtering with support of terrain data. Once time and resources 
have been invested in creating precisely filtered data from various 
types of terrain, another point cloud may be filtered with the support 
of the existing terrain data. The typical task is then to filter a denser 
point cloud using the existing sparser data from previous scanning. 
By using spatially conditioned querying, ground points from a denser 
point cloud are selected based on the spatial relationship with the 
ground points from the filtered point cloud. The preceding step is a 
precise co-registration of the point clouds that in principle is a similar 
task to the strip adjustment that has been already discussed. As the 
two point clouds generally do not include identical points, the 
matching is done based on the interpolated surface and point cloud, 
two interpolated surfaces, or two point clouds but with the extent 
restricted to simple shapes, most preferably planes (Shan and Toth, 
2018). The transformation parameters are then derived by a regis-
tration algorithm, e.g., the commonly used iterative closest point 
(ICP; Besl and McKay, 1992). As calculating the algorithm is time 
consuming and complex, approaches with more effective computa-
tion are being developed, e.g., using singular value decomposition 
(SVD; Williams and Bennamoun, 2001) or matching corresponding 
points based on geometry features such as a curvature, point cloud 
density, or normals (GF-ICP; He et al., 2017). The particular imple-
mentation of the method adjusted to sandstone landscapes is pre-
sented in Subsection 4.3. 

2.3. Available ALS datasets in Czechia 

One of the first attempts to demonstrate the potential of ALS in a 
wooded sandstone landscape was made in March and April 1997 in the 
Saxon Switzerland National Park in Germany (50.92◦ N, 14.14◦ E). 
About 56 million laser points were collected with a density of about one 
point per 9 m2 (Csaplovics, 2007). Experiments showed that an auto-
matic approach to point filtering and classifications based on linear 
prediction allowed cliffs and rock plateaus to be separated to some 
extent. But in general, the resulting digital models displayed overly 
smoothed hill-like objects instead of rugged and steep rock walls and 
pillars. Further research dealt with the extraction of rock edges using 
high pass filtering and morphologic operators (Csaplovics et al., 2003). 

The new campaign called GeNeSiS, which covers the whole sand-
stone area along the Czech-German border – both the Bohemian (50.88◦

N, 14.37◦ E) and the Saxon Switzerland National Parks (approximately 
800 km2), was carried out in April 2005. In the following text, we will 
refer to this data as NP data. The mean point density of the last echo 
measurement was 8.5 points per sq. m. The first echo, the last echo, and 
the intensity of the last echo were recorded, and colour infrared and RGB 
imagery with a pixel size of 0.5 m was collected simultaneously. The 
TopoSys system Falcon II with optical fibres for emitting the laser pulses 
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was used (TopoSys, 2021). This is why a parallel wriggly or wavy 
pattern is noticeable in the point cloud (Fig. 4B). During the data pro-
cessing, focus was put on keeping information about the topography of 
sandstone rocks. Acquired data were processed using hierarchical robust 
interpolation in SCOP++ software (Trimble, 2021a). The experiments 
showed that using only one filtering parameter for the whole area did 
not provide satisfactory results. Therefore, spatially conditioned 
filtering was applied. Two DTMs were computed with the first being 
optimised for building elimination (but smoothing the rocks) and the 
second for maintaining details in the rocky terrain (but not eliminating 
the buildings). The results were combined using polygons for delimiting 
the rocks. The polygons were manually digitised using hillshaded relief 
based on the second, rock-features-enhanced DTM. The information 
about intensity was not used for processing. The outcomes of the project 
included, among others, a DTM and digital surface model (DSM) with a 
resolution of 1 m, RMSE at a height of 0.38 m, and maximum errors 
rising up to 4 m in rocky areas on cliff edges (Trommler, 2007). Further 
research with acquired data was carried out. For example, experiments 
with filtering parameters and supporting information from aerial im-
agery in TerraScan software (TerraSolid, 2021) were performed to 
enhance the modelling of rocks, as published in Gąsior (2006). 

A nationwide LiDAR mapping of Czechia was performed between 
2010 and 2013 by the Czech Land Survey Office, including all sandstone 
landscapes within its territory. In the following text, we will refer to this 
data as LSO data. The flight altitude was approximately 1200 m above 
the average elevation of terrain with a 50 % overlap of scanning strips, 
and the mean point density reached approximately 1.5 points per sq. m 
(Dušánek, 2014; Fig. 3A). Using a RIEGL LMS Q680 airborne laser 
scanner with a rotating mirror, the echoes had a linear pattern (RIEGL, 
2021; Fig. 4A). Full-waveform information about the reflected echoes 
was recorded but was not applied in creating any of the final products. 
The raw data were processed using SCOP++ and DTMaster (Trimble, 
2021b) and subsequently thoroughly manually checked and corrected. 
There are a few final products, the most relevant for the following text is 
the nationwide digital terrain model of the 5th generation (DMR 5G). It 
consists of irregularly distributed 3D points, forming nodes of a trian-
gulated irregular network (TIN). Currently, this model represents the 
most accurate elevation data covering the whole territory of Czechia 
with RMSE at the height of 0.18 m in bare terrain and 0.3 m in terrain 
covered by dense vegetation (Dušánek, 2014). The usability of DMR 5G 
and LSO data (before filtering) for mapping of rock formations is dis-
cussed in Paleček and Kubíček (2018). Even though the point density of 
LSO data is noted as being too low (10 points per sq. m is suggested as a 
minimum), the DTM derived by precise filtering is considered promising 
for identification of medium-sized rocks. 

In April 2008, before the nationwide mapping of Czechia, a test 
scanning with a RIEGL LMS Q680 scanner was executed in the Prachov 
rocks in the Bohemian Paradise region (50.47◦ N, 15.29◦ E). The flight 
altitude was also about 1200 m above the terrain and the overlap of 
neighbouring strips was set to 40 %. The resulting point density was 1.2 
points per sq. m with RMSE of the elevation better than 0.1 m (Fiala, 
2011). Other experimental data were acquired by the Czech Land Survey 
Office in November 2013 in the Adršpach-Teplice Rocks (50.60◦ N, 
16.13◦ E). For more detailed capturing of the rock cities, the flight 
altitude was about 900 m above the terrain, the overlap of neighbouring 
strips was 40 % and, most importantly, the flight strips were arranged in 
two perpendicular flight directions to eliminate the occluded areas 
behind the rock pillars. The mean point density of the resulting point 
cloud reached 4.5 points per sq. m (Fig. 3B), and the density of the last 
echoes 3 points per sq. m. These data are referred to as AT LSO data in 
the following text. 

3. Study areas 

The experiments presented in the following sections were tested on 
point clouds from two sandstone regions in Czechia, i.e., the Bohemian 

Switzerland National Park, and the Adršpach-Teplice Rocks in the 
Broumovsko Protected Landscape Area. The following text briefly de-
scribes the regions and the rock formations that may be found there. 
Particular locations of interest with additional information, such as co-
ordinates, size, specific formations, and visualisations of the terrain may 
be found in the Appendix. 

The Bohemian Switzerland National Park was established to 
protect the most unique part of the Elbe Sandstones area in the north- 
west part of the Bohemian Cretaceous Basin. The massive sandstone 
deposits that enabled for the development of plateaus, deep canyons, 
and various meso- and micro-forms exist on both sides of the national 
border. In Germany, the Saxon Switzerland National Park has been 
declared to protect this area. The landscape is divided into three height 
levels, the lower one forming deep river canyon (the Elbe River Canyon) 
and valleys, the middle one constituting a structural plateau, and the 
upper one consisting of table mountains and rock cities (Vařilová, 2016). 
The most famous rock formation in the park is the Pravčická brána Arch 
(Prebischtor in German; Fig. 5A, Fig. 5B), which is the largest natural 
sandstone arch in Europe. It is located in the upper height level and is 
surrounded by imposing rock walls of a height of tens of metres. A more 
detailed description of the region may be found for example in Cílek 
(2010), Vařilová (2016). Development and anthropogenic impact on the 
Pravčická brána Arch is the subject of a study by Vařilová et al. (2015). 

The Adršpach-Teplice Rocks are situated in north-eastern Bohemia 
and are protected as a part of the Broumovsko Protected Landscape 
Area. They represent the most extensive complex of sandstone forma-
tions constituting a rock city in Czechia (Mikuláš et al., 2007). The area 
is split into two parts by a natural border created by the Vlčí rokle Gorge. 
The smaller part in the north is called Adršpach Rocks and represents a 
typical rock city with narrow gorges and high pillars. The two most 
famous rock formations showing the late stage of erosional processes are 
Milenci (“Pair of Lovers”; Fig. 5C) and Starosta a Starostová (“Mayor and 
Mrs. Mayor”). The larger part in the south is called Teplice Rocks and its 
dominants are massive rock walls and dissected plateaus (Fig. 5D). A 
broader description of the area may be found for example in Vítek 
(2016). 

4. Improved filtering methods for sandstone landscapes and 
their evaluation 

Filtered ALS datasets from different sandstone landscapes (Subsec-
tion 2.3) obtained by utilising the conventional filtering approaches 
described in Subsection 2.2 were visualised and areas with considerable 
filtering errors were identified and analysed. Based on that, three 
experimental filtering methods adjusted to these specific areas were 
developed. Spatially conditioned filtering and object-oriented classifi-
cation are two approaches suited for geomorphologically distinct re-
gions, i.e., reliefs with rather compact rock walls, and plateaus and areas 
with dominating rock pillars and trees, respectively. The third approach 
uses already existing filtered terrain data and can be considered as 
rather general, independent of specific relief type and applicable also on 
other terrains. Its limitations are in the availability of filtered terrain 
data with a suitable resolution or point cloud density. 

The following subsections describe the proposed methods in detail, 
and the results of their experimental implementation and testing. The 
evaluation is presented in two ways, statistical and visual. While the 
statistical evaluation may objectively quantify the success rate of the 
methods, the visual interpretation is beneficial for describing the spatial 
distribution of misclassified points, or inaccuracy in the resulting point 
cloud. For a quantitative analysis, ground truth data are essential. In the 
case of object-oriented classification, manual point cloud filtering was 
carried out to obtain data that may be considered as ground truth. For 
evaluation of the other two methods, in situ geodetic measurements or 
an existing filtered point cloud were employed (Table 1). 
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4.1. Spatially conditioned filtering 

Spatially conditioned filtering is an iterative method consisting of 
two main steps, defining zones of relief with similar characteristics and 
applying filtering with adjusted parameters on these zones. A similar 
approach was previously used for processing data in the GeNeSiS project 
(see Subsection 2.3). Since the zones and parameters for filtering in the 
GeNeSiS project were defined manually, our aim was to automate and 
optimise the process. Another difference lies in the definition of zones 
with rocks. As the most problematic parts for the filtering are the steep 
parts of rock formations such as walls (Fig. 6), the zones with rocks are 
restricted to an extent of the very steep terrain. Less rough terrain and 
flat sandstone plateaus are excluded, being filtered with a standard set of 
parameters. Due to this fact, the method is applicable in areas with 
prevailing large-scale rock structures, such as parts of the Bohemian 
Switzerland National Park, but is not suitable for very dissected terrains. 

The automatic delineation of the zones with rocks is based on slope 
calculation and its thresholding in two iterations. Firstly, filtering of the 
point cloud is done using the lasground function from LAStools 

(Isenburg, 2020). LAStools is a library of functions for processing of 
point clouds and lasground is a standard filtering method based on the 
TIN densification method (Axelsson, 2000). The objective of this step is 
to provide a rough estimation of the ground; therefore, parameters are 
set to eliminate all vegetation, which also eliminates lots of points 

A) B)

C) D)

Fig. 5. Locations of interest. A) The Pravčická brána Arch captured from the neighbouring rock cliff that is accessible to tourists. B) Hillshaded visualisation of the 
filtered NP data around the Pravčická brána Arch (arrow). C) Milenci rock formation in the Adršpach Rock City. D) The Martinské stěny Walls in the Teplice 
Rock City. 

Table 1 
Overview of data used for testing and evaluating the proposed methods. Filtered data refers to data filtered in the scope of projects carried out by other institutions as 
described in Subsection 2.3, except for data filtered by the LAStools lasground function (one of the conventional filtering methods) and manually filtered data that have 
been filtered for the purpose of this experiment. See the Appendix for more details about the localities.  

Method Testing data Reference data Locality 

Spatially conditioned filtering LSO data Filtered NP data and LSO data filtered by lasground Bohemian Switzerland (NP A 
and NP B) 

Object-oriented classification Merged LSO and AT LSO data Manually filtered merged LSO and AT LSO data, filtered LSO data, and LSO 
data filtered by lasground 

Adršpach-Teplice Rocks 

Filtering with additional 
terrain data 

NP data with support of filtered 
LSO data 

Filtered NP data, filtered LSO data and GNSS measurements Bohemian Switzerland (NP C)  

Fig. 6. Different classifications of zones with rocks. In the GeNeSiS project, 
entire rock structures were included in the zones with rocks (red line). In 
contrast, the proposed method classifies only steep parts of the rocks as zones 
with rocks (blue line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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belonging to rocks. The generated TIN serves as an input for slope 
calculation. The slope is thresholded with hysteresis, whereby zones 
with a higher slope than the threshold and their adjacent zones with 
slope higher than the lower threshold are perceived as potential zones 
with rocks. This strategy prevents isolated areas of relatively low slope 
from being selected and at the same time, preserves parts of rocks that 
are not so steep. An additional generalising feature lies in the evaluation 
of the ratio of potential zones with rocks within a grid of an adjustable 
cell size. Only cells with a ratio that surpasses the threshold are further 
processed. 

The second iteration aims to refine the shape of zones with rocks. 
Within the selected grid cells, the original point cloud is filtered again by 
the LAStools lasground function but with less strict parameters than in 
the previous step. Then, the slope calculation and thresholding are 
executed identically as before. Finally, the potential zones with rocks are 
filtered based on their size to avoid including residual vegetation that 
may cause higher slopes in small areas. 

The spatially filtered method was evaluated using filtered NP data on 
two subsets of the Bohemian Switzerland National Park denoted NP A 
and NP B. Locality NP A contains the town of Janov and Kamenice 
canyon. The landscape in this locality is quite flat, except for Kamenice 
canyon. Locality NP B includes the Pravčická brána Arch with sur-
rounding rock walls and other features of sandstone relief, and a flat part 
only in the south. For more detailed information about the locations see 
the Appendix. 

The first part of the evaluation of the proposed method focused on 
the delineation of zones with rocks. Based on visual evaluation, the limit 
for the slope representing rocks was set to 42◦ and the lower threshold 
applied on adjacent areas was 35◦. To capture the influence of param-
eters on the resulting zones, multiple sets of crucial parameters were 
tested, including a grid size (100–400 m), a proportion of potential zones 
with rocks in each cell (5–20 %), and a step parameter in the second 
iteration of filtering using the lasground function (3–5 m). The final se-
lection (grid size of 400 m, proportion of zones with rocks of 9 %, and 
step of 3 m) is made based on the visual interpretation as well as an 
evaluation of the computational effort because the smaller size of the 
cells in the grid dramatically increased the computational time. 

Differences in the delineation of zones with rocks may be observed 
between the two locations of interest. With the increased step param-
eter, some rock features became too small to be present in the filtered 
terrain. Due to this fact, the increased step parameter caused a decrease 
in zones with rocks in the locality NP B. In the locality NP A, where most 
of the rock formations are located on the slopes of the canyon, the in-
fluence of the increasing step parameter was negligible because the 
slope between the surrounding terrain (the upper and lower part of the 
canyon) is sufficiently high even without some smaller rock features. 

In the second part of the evaluation, we compared three terrain 
models, i.e., filtered NP data, LSO data filtered with just one set of 
filtering parameters without zoning, and LSO data filtered with two sets 
of parameters applied on delineated zones. The parameters for filtering 
the LSO data were determined by a grid search optimising RMSE with 
respect to the NP data. In both locations of interest, the spatially 
conditioned filtering achieved lower RMSE than the filtering with one 
set of parameters (Table 2). 

The visual outcomes of filtering capture the distribution of inaccur-
acies in both locations. In locality NP A, the filtering with one set of 
parameters filtered out most of the canyon walls and did not eliminate 

the vast areas of vegetation in and around the canyon (Fig. 7A). In 
general, the spatially conditioned model better maintained the slopes of 
the canyon, but also filtered out parts of rock features, and did not 
remove large areas of vegetation in the less rough parts of the locality, 
although these areas are significantly smaller than in the case of the 
previous model (Fig. 7B). In locality NP B, the results may be interpreted 
similarly, whereas filtering with one set of parameters did not preserve 
the rocks well, nor did it remove vegetation (Fig. 7C). Spatially condi-
tioned filtering smoothed the edges of rocks in some cases more so than 
in the first version because zones were imprecisely delineated. However, 
in these places, it mainly reduced the difference in height compared to 
the NP data and kept significantly less vegetation in both zones with and 
without rocks (Fig. 7D). 

4.2. Object-oriented classification 

The proposed object-oriented classification method is inspired by the 
procedure of manual classification, whereby an expert operator recog-
nises the rock pillar and tree based on the distribution of points inside 
the object, e.g., rock pillars are hollow while trees usually contain 
irregularly distributed points, which come from branches and leaves. 
Therefore, the method is fitted to the scale of formations in the rock 
cities rather than large-scale rock structures. The essential assumption 
for the success of manual classification (and of the described method) is 
a sufficient point cloud density (Fig. 3). The lower limit of usable density 
depends on the size of the objects that need to be recognised. Based on 
our experience, a few points per sq. m (5–10 points per sq. m) are suf-
ficient for the classification of most of the standard-sized pillars, but 
distinguishing between smaller formations in the terrain, e.g., those 
covered by spruce grove and high ferns, is not reliable. 

The method may be described in three steps. Firstly, segmentation of 
an approximate surface on top of the point cloud divides the point cloud 
into objects. In the second step, these objects are classified using features 
describing the inner distribution of points to classes of rocks, trees, and a 
mixed class. Finally, the trees and mixed classes are filtered with rela-
tively strict parameters, while the rocks are left without additional 
filtering. This step is in principle similar to the spatially conditioned 
filtering, but scale plays a role in this case. Also in this case, zones for 
finer filtering are whole medium-sized formations, while the spatially 
conditioned filtering focuses on a part of large-sized features. 

The idea of the segmentation lies in the fact that rock pillars and trees 
create elevations in the surrounding terrain. The approximate surface on 
top of the point cloud is interpolated by a spline with tension from the 
points with maximal height in a cell of a grid of an adjusted size. The 
purpose of using a spline is to create a smooth surface with minimal 
curvature that exactly reflects the height of points, and the tension en-
sures that the spline does not considerably fluctuate. To find local 
minimums that divide the surface into the intended objects, a watershed 
segmentation is applied on the reverse surface where the rocks and trees 
are represented by sinks and the division lines between objects define 
the basins (Beucher and Lantuéjoul, 1979). Post-processing of the 
segmented objects is required due to over-segmentation of pillars with 
more peaks at the top. To merge the neighbouring objects that belong to 
one pillar (or possibly also a tree), a criterion of the relative height of the 
border is introduced. This criterion reflects the need to merge relatively 
high objects with low borders. An illustration of this situation is included 
in Fig. 8. To avoid merging too many objects, the threshold is set to 10 

Table 2 
Comparison of RMSE between filtering with one set of parameters and spatially conditioned filtering, applied on an LSO dataset and the filtered NP data in the locations 
of interest.  

Filtration NP A [m] NP B [m] NP A + B [m] 

One set of parameters  1.55  2.89  2.31 
Spatially conditioned  1.23  2.38  1.86  
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%. The post-processing is performed in iterations because after each 
iteration new objects with new parameters are created. 

In the next step, features reflecting the inner-object point distribu-
tion are calculated to be used as an input to the classification. Each 

object is cut by three horizontal planes into a quarter, half, and three 
quarters of the object height, and points below each the horizontal plane 
are considered. The assumption that the rock objects have very low 
point density inside compared to the border, while the tree objects have 

A) B)

C) D)

Fig. 7. Visual comparison of the results of filtering with one set of parameters and filtered NP data (A, C) and spatially conditioned filtering and filtered NP data (B, 
D) in locality NP A (A, B; clipped to 2 × 1 km2) and NP B (C, D; 2 × 2 km2). 

A) B) C)

Fig. 8. Post-processing of segmented objects. An example of an over-segmented rock pillar (A) due to various reasons – shrub, tree growing on the pillar, inter-
polation error. Brown lines represent borders of the segmented objects. An inverse surface with two objects for illustration of criterion for merging neighbouring 
objects (B) – if the proportion of height of border with the neighbouring object to overall height of the object is lower than 10 % (fulfilled for the left object, not for the 
right object), then the object is merged with the neighbouring one. An example of the rock pillar after post-processing (C) – it remains divided into two parts due to a 
relative high tree growing on the pillar but with the other objects merged to one object representing the main part of the rock pillar. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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similar values of both is reflected in the features of the point density in 
the outer and inner zones of each cut (Fig. 9). The line dividing the inner 
and outer zones is defined by a buffer with a radius of half of the shortest 
distance between the object boundary and the centroid. Because the 
assumption is based on well-shaped features, more robust features are 
added, whereby creating an absolute and relative area without points 
within the cut. The area is derived from a 1-m grid as the largest 
continuous area without a point. As a classification algorithm, a decision 
tree is used due to its straightforward interpretation as a set of rules 
based on selected features that have significant distinguishable proper-
ties. The target classes are specified as rock, tree, and mixed for those 
objects where both previous classes are covered and cannot be divided 
(e.g., a tree growing on the top of a pillar). 

The last step of the proposed method is filtering conditioned by the 
class of the object. In the case of the rock class, all points are labelled as 
ground points. In other cases, the filtering algorithm implemented in the 
function lasground from LAStools with different values of the offset 
parameter is used. For objects of the tree class, the offset is set to 1 to 
avoid misclassification of non-ground points within a class where all 
higher points should be vegetation. In contrast, the offset is set to 5 in the 
case of the mixed class to prevent rocks being filtered out. 

To evaluate the method, 11 areas with varying morphological con-
ditions and vegetation coverage were defined in the Adršpach-Teplice 
Rocks (see the Appendix). The point cloud created by merging LSO and 
AT LSO data from these locations was manually filtered and the results 
were verified in the field. Points for interpolation were determined from 
a 2 × 2 m2 grid, which was adjusted to a point density of the merged data 
of 7 points per sq. m. In the classification trialled using data from the 
Milenci location, only four features were selected as relevant to distin-
guish the classes, i.e., the absolute area without points within the lower 
cut, the absolute area without points within the middle cut, the relative 
area without points within the upper cut, and the outer-zone point 
density of the middle cut. 

In comparison to the manually filtered data, the overall accuracy of 
the output from the proposed method reaches 85 % in total for all the 

locations of interest. As may be seen from the error matrix (Table 3), 
about 20 % of the ground points were filtered out. In contrast, only 9 % 
of the vegetation points were assigned as ground points, so the number 
of false positives is significantly lower than false negatives. Both con-
ventional filtering methods achieved a lower percentage of correctly 
classified points, i.e., 78 % and 70 % in the case of the filtered LSO data 
and the LSO data filtered using the lasground function, respectively. The 
proposed method corresponds to the filtered LSO data by 80 %, but the 
LSO data filtered out approximately half of the ground points despite the 
manual correction after the application of robust interpolation (for de-
tails see Subsection 2.3). The main differences between the proposed 
method and the lasground results are in the objects of the rock class that 
results from the methodology, i.e., in the final step, classes other than 
rock are filtered by the proposed approach. 

The distribution of misclassified points may be even more important 
than the mentioned accuracy metrics in this case. The aim of the method 
is to retain points of rock formations in the filtered point cloud to serve 
as an input for DTM generation and mapping purposes. Fulfilling this 
requirement depends on the location and its conditions. See Fig. 10 for 
the visual comparison of DTMs created from filtered data for the Milenci 
location. In the results of the proposed method, a few very narrow rock 
needles were filtered out at this location. These needles are so close to 
the trees that the segmentation was not able to differentiate the two 
objects in the point cloud. The resulting joined object was classified 
correctly as the mixed class, but the final filtering was not able to filter 
out the tree and leave the needle when they were so close to each other 
(Fig. 11). Another case of filtering a rock pillar out from the ground 
appeared at the Labyrinth location. The height of the pillar was over-
estimated due to the vegetation at the top, so the upper cut was made on 
the part where the wall changes to the top platform. Due to this, together 
with an overhang at the bottom of the pillar, points are distributed 
almost uniformly in the upper cut and therefore the area without points 
is too small. Additionally, the variety of morphological features and 
shapes in the locations of interest may also contribute to insufficient 
results. For example, locations at the Skalní ostrov Plateau are primarily 
formed by a solid platform gradually turning on the edges into high rock 
pillars with very narrow chasms in between. These objects do not 
represent features suitable for the proposed method because the seg-
mentation is not able to distinguish between them or to distinguish them 
from other objects at the top of the platform. 

4.3. Filtering with additional terrain data 

Filtering with additional terrain data requires two data sets as the 
input, i.e., the point cloud that is to be filtered (input data), and the 
terrain data (reference data). Reference data may be either another point 
cloud that was already precisely filtered or a raster DTM derived from it. 
In the following text, the use of a filtered point cloud is described. The 
method consists of two main steps with a third that is beneficial in our 
experiment but may not be useful or even possible in other cases. The 
first step includes a precise co-registration of data sets, which is 
complicated in rough terrain covered by vegetation, as discussed in 
Section 2. The approach is based on the employed data; therefore, our 
workflow is described below together with the used data and obtained 
results. The co-registration is essential for the next step in which the 
filtering itself is executed by using spatially conditioned querying. In the 

A) B)

Fig. 9. Projection of points within the cuts on the horizontal plane (the lighter 
grey, the lower cut) and delineation of inner and outer zones - darker and light 
brown polygons, respectively. The rock formations tend to have most of the 
points in the outer zone (A) while in the case of trees, the distribution of points 
within the cuts and zones is similar (B). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Table 3 
Error matrix comparing the results of the proposed method (rows) and manual filtering (columns).   

Ground Non-ground Total User's accuracy 

Ground 123,064 9940  133,004 92.5 % 
Non-ground 29,529 106,718  136,247 78.3 % 
Total 152,593 116,658  269,251  
Producer's accuracy 80.7 % 91.5 %  85.3 %  
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case of a low density of reference data with respect to the highly variable 
relief, the additional step is designed to locally improve the filtering 
with the employment of automatically filtered input data. 

An illustration of spatially conditioned querying is shown in 
Fig. 12A. As both point clouds are irregularly sampled, it is beneficial to 

create a continuous surface from the reference data and compare it to 
the points that are to be filtered. The surface used in our case consists of 
a triangulated irregular network (TIN) but other interpolation methods 
(e.g., linear interpolation, inverse distance weighting) may be applied as 
well. The spatially conditioned querying is set as follows: 

A) B)

C) D)

Fig. 10. Visualisation of all the compared filtering methods for the Milenci location applied on LSO data – A) manual filtering, B) the proposed method, C) lasground 
from LAStools, D) the originally filtered LSO data. 

A) B)

Fig. 11. Incorrectly classified rock pillar. Visualisation of one the objects of the mixed class – A) 3D view, B) the middle cut of the object. The green points represent a 
tree, brown points the ground, and red points the rock pillar that was filtered out. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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– Zvalue ≤ (surface + threshold) → terrainpoints  
– Zvalue > (surface + threshold) → offterrainpoints 

The querying may be repeated with already classified ground points 
as part of the interpolated surface but with more iterations, the ground 
“climbs up” on vegetation. 

In the case of using a point cloud with low density as the reference 
data, the additional step of improving the filtering may be useful. The 
situation that may occur locally is shown in Fig. 12B. The density of 
reference data is so low that there are no points in the valley. According 
to the approach mentioned above, all points below the surface are 
considered ground points. If there is vegetation at the bottom of the 
valley, it is misclassified. Such locations are identified by the thresh-
olding ratio of ground and non-ground points per triangle in the TIN and 
then filtered in the same way as described above but with a different 
surface, this time using automatically filtered ground points by means of 
another method (e.g., TIN densification or robust interpolation) applied 
to the input data. Even though the automatic filtering smooths rough 
terrain, in the case of a sufficiently dense point cloud, there may be some 
points at the bottom of the valley that help with the filtering of 
vegetation. 

For the presented experiment, we employed LSO data as reference 
data because they have been filtered and manually corrected. The input 
data to be filtered are NP data that are denser (more than 8 points per sq. 
m) compared to the LSO data (1.5 points per sq. m). Another difference 
between the data sets is in the distribution of points - LSO data have a 

regular distribution, but the NP data set was captured by a scanner with 
optical fibres and therefore the distribution shows a wavy pattern 
(Fig. 4). The subset of NP data for the location of interest (NP C – see the 
Appendix) has approximately 1.33 million points, whereas the LSO data 
consist of 293 thousand points, from which only approximately 61 
thousand were classified as ground points. Such a low proportion of 
ground points is caused by gathering the LSO data in July 2010, i.e., in 
the leaf-on season when the leaves prevent the pulses from reaching the 
ground. From this point of view, LSO data are not fully suitable for this 
purpose. 

The co-registration of point clouds was executed using 23 localities, 
including well-observable objects in both point clouds. Cropped point 
clouds were manually filtered and ground points were compared loca-
tion by location using the CloudCompare software (CloudCompare, 
2021). The derived transformation matrices were evaluated by cluster 
analysis (in our case a dendrogram) to eliminate bias by non-precise 
manual filtering and other factors. Only 12 locations with similar 
transformations were selected, and the final transformation matrix was 
calculated as a mean of the observations per location. Finally, as none of 
the point clouds may be considered more precise with respect to the 
absolute coordinates, both point clouds were translated and rotated by 
half of the transformation matrix in opposite directions. By using the 
described approach, the mean deviation of height among points within 
the point clouds decreased almost by half (from 31.7 cm to 16.8 cm). 

The results of the proposed method are influenced by the parameter 
of the distance tolerance of points above the surface that are accepted as 

A) B)

Fig. 12. Illustration of spatially conditioned querying on LSO data (green points and red line) and NP data (blue points) (A). Illustration of the situation with missing 
points in the valley due to a low density of the point cloud (B). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Table 4 
Comparison of DTMs derived from ground points filtered by the proposed method with varying distance tolerance parameters and filtered NP data and filtered LSO 
data. Negative values mean that the created DTM is above the filtered LSO data.   

Filtered NP data Filtered LSO data 

Average height difference [cm] RMSE [m] Average height difference [cm] RMSE [m] 

DTM (15 cm)  48.0  2.457  − 36.6  2.302 
DTM (35 cm)  49.7  2.480  − 34.8  2.295 
DTM (50 cm)  52.0  2.489  − 32.6  2.290  

Table 5 
Comparison of all DTMs with geodetic measurements.  

DTM RMSE for all points [m] RMSE for selected points [m] 

DTM (15 cm)  1.706  0.472 
DTM (35 cm)  1.385  0.470 
DTM (50 cm)  1.386  0.471 
Filtered LSO data  2.478  0.550 
Filtered NP data  2.358  5.068  
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ground points. For the purposes of the experiment, the ground points 
were calculated using three values of the distance tolerance parameter, i. 
e., 15, 35, and 50 cm. The higher the parameter, the more the resulting 
ground climbs up along the vegetation. On the other hand, the param-
eter cannot be too low in such varying terrain because the rock forma-
tions would be filtered out. 

For the evaluation of the proposed method, filtered LSO data, filtered 
NP data, and geodetic measurements in the central area of the location 
of interest were employed. To quantify the differences of the digital 
terrain models (DTMs), average height difference and RMSE were 
calculated (Table 4). The differences in height between DTMs are sig-
nificant, with the highest differences being between the NP data and LSO 
data and the results of the proposed method being between these two 
DTMs. All the DTMs were compared to the geodetic measurements both 
separately for all 865 measurements, and for the subset of 25 points that 
lies at the edge of rock platforms on the highest parts of the rocks 
(Table 5). If we consider the geodetic measurements a ground truth, the 
best DTM is the result of the proposed method with a tolerance of 35 cm. 
The outlier in the measurements is the DTM from filtered NP data that 
achieves RMSE at the edges of rock platforms of more than 5 m. The 
explanation for this, as well as for the significantly better results for 
filtered LSO data, comes from the visual interpretation that will be 
described further in the next paragraph. 

The visual interpretation and distribution of the differences between 
DTMs may be seen in Fig. 13. The highest variance is connected to the 
rock features in both cases. The DTM from the NP data underestimates 
the edges of the rock platform of the highest rock level (e.g., area 9 in 
Fig. 13) and distorts gorges in the platform (e.g., area 10). Filtered LSO 
data are more precise in these areas probably because of the manual 
correction that was made after the automatic filtering (area 5). The 
operators were able to recognise the rocks because the edges are often 
not fully covered by dense vegetation preventing echoes from reaching 
the ground. The drawbacks of the NP data classification are even more 
evident in the cases of two rock pillars and the Arch, whereby Erich's 
Pillar was fully filtered out (area 7), the Pravčický Pillar was 20 m lower 
than it should be (area 6), and the Pravčická brána Arch was divided into 
two parts without the arch between them (area 8). On the other hand, 
filtered LSO data smooth the lower levels of rock formations more than 
the DTM from NP data because they are located in the valleys covered by 
trees, so the density of LSO data is insufficient to distinguish rock for-
mations from the terrain (area 1, 2, 3, and 4). 

5. Discussion 

In this study, we have proposed three filtering algorithms that may 
be considered as more suitable and reliable than conventional methods 

applied on ALS point clouds in sandstone landscapes. The methods are 
adjusted to specific terrain in Central Europe. Filtering with additional, 
already existing terrain data is the most general method that is scalable 
to other types of landscapes, and not only sandstone. Object-oriented 
classification and spatially conditioned filtering are methods designed 
for very specific scenes. Object-oriented classification reflects the simi-
larity of trees and rock pillars in rock cities, and efficiently distinguishes 
between them thanks to features capturing point distribution inside 
these objects. It is not applicable to larger scale rock outcrops because 
definition of the objects relies on the idea that trees and rock pillars 
create elevations in the surface that may be identified by a watershed 
algorithm. For rock plateaus, this assumption is not fulfilled. For larger- 
scale features, spatially conditioned filtering is suggested. 

An evaluation of the improved filtering methods was performed with 
ground truth, if available, or as a comparison with datasets filtered by 
conventional methods. Due to the fact that the spatial distribution of the 
errors is terrain dependent, visual inspection was inevitable. Spatially 
conditioned filtering provides lower RMSE than filtering with one set of 
parameters, both comparing a dataset filtered by spatially conditioned 
filtering with manually selected areas, as described in Trommler (2007). 
The proposed method reached similar results with differences that 
cannot be descried as advantages or disadvantages without proper 
ground truth data that are not available in this area. One unquestionable 
advantage is in the automation of the process of delineating zones for the 
application of the specific sets of parameters, which speeds up the 
filtering process and reduces the costs connected with the filtering. The 
need to search for the optimal parameters still remains. 

Object-oriented classification outperformed the conventional 
methods in comparison with manually filtered ground truth data. The 
dataset reached an overall accuracy of 85 % but filtered out a significant 
number of ground points. As discussed in (Sithole and Vosselman, 
2004), this type of error is also typically higher for conventional 
methods because, in general, there is a tendency to minimise non- 
ground points in the ground (an opposite type of error). The cost of 
leaving a significant number of non-ground points in the ground is 
considered to be higher because these points create non-existing shapes 
in the final DTM. It is difficult to compare the performance metrics of the 
proposed method with methods described in other published studies due 
to the different characteristics of the areas that they were applied on. 
According to the findings described in Zhao et al. (2018), slopes are a 
very important factor and source of errors, especially with respect to 
misclassified non-ground points. In comparison with the results of this 
study, where the filtering methods were applied on areas with slopes up 
to 40◦, object-oriented classification yielded better results than most of 
the filtering methods in terms of the overall accuracy and both types of 
errors. 

Fig. 13. Comparison of the created DTM (35 cm) with the filtered LSO data (left), or the filtered NP data (right). Explanation of the highlighted areas is in the text.  
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On the one hand, filtering with additional terrain data represents the 
most general proposed method but on the other hand it depends on the 
existence of a suitable DTM that supports the filtering of new point 
clouds. Comparison with geodetic measurements from the field showed 
that the DTM developed using this method outperformed the DTM 
created from the same input data but with the use of the spatially 
conditioned filtering described in Trommler (2007). The significant 
differences in the DTMs are in the edges of rock plateaus. Trommler 
(2007) reported RMSE on edges of sandstone massifs up to 4 m but based 
on our measurements, the RMSE is higher (more than 5 m). The model 
developed with the proposed method reached even lower RMSE than the 
DTM that was used as a reference in the method (0.47 and 0.55 m, 
respectively). This may be due to the higher density and accuracy of the 
filtered point cloud. Generally, the output DTM will reflect the problems 
of the reference one, e.g., if there is a missing rock pillar in the reference 
DTM, then with a high probability it will also be missing in the resulting 
DTM; however, it may improve the accuracy of local features like edges 
or valleys, especially if the new point cloud is of a higher density and/or 
accuracy. 

Research of filtering extreme or edge-case terrain and situations is 
still topical. Most studies focusing on the performance of the filtering 
methods report that filtering on steep slopes, vegetated areas, and scenes 
with similar characteristics, such as sand dunes on the coast, yields 
unsuccessful results (e.g., Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Zhang and 
Whitman, 2005; Zhao et al., 2018). We have shown that by adjusting the 
filtering methods it is possible to filter high-energy, vegetated terrain. 
We are aware that such an approach is limited to the specific type of 
terrain. It requires good knowledge of the ALS data and processing 
procedures, as well as characteristic features of the terrain itself when 
selecting an optimal filtering method and modifying its parameters. At 
the same time, such approaches have not been surpassed yet. Never-
theless, we believe that addressing the problems and providing solutions 
suitable for specific types of terrain will contribute to the future devel-
opment of complex filtering approaches adaptable to terrain variability. 

6. Conclusions 

The sandstone landscapes in Central Europe comprise a variety of 
rock formations covered with vegetation of diverse height and density. 
Adaptation of conventional filtering approaches of ALS point clouds is 
required in order to derive correct, high resolution DTMs that preserve 
rock topography, but are free from artefacts caused by the insufficient 
removal of vegetation. In our study, we proposed and tested three 
methods that differ either in their suitability for a particular type of 
relief (rock walls with extensive upper plateaus vs. separated, rather 
narrow, rock pillars) or in their requirements for additional input data 
(none vs. existing DTMs). 

Spatially conditioned filtering in an iterative, two-cycle process 
discriminates between the steep slopes of the rock walls and the rest of 
the landscape where conventional filtering methods are successful. The 
vegetation on the steep slopes is subsequently removed using modified 
filtering parameters. On the one hand, the tests showed certain draw-
backs in successfully preserving the edges of the rocks at the expense of 
eliminating the vegetation. Therefore, the delineation of the rocky zones 
needs to be further elaborated. On the other hand, however, the method 
is fully automated, and the results proved that it may provide more 
reliable results than filtering with only one set of parameters. 

The object-based method is more suitable for areas with dominating 
rock pillars and similar medium-sized features. After segmentation, the 

trees and rocks are discriminated between each other based on the 
distribution of points inside the objects in three horizontal sections. 
Consequently, objects representing trees are filtered, whereas rock for-
mations are considered terrain. The performed tests showed that the 
non-ground points were quite reliably filtered out (the user's accuracy of 
non-ground points was 78 %) but at the cost of a loss of ground points 
(the producer's accuracy of ground points was 81 %). The proposed 
method overcomes other types of filtering (overall accuracy of 85 % in 
comparison to 78 % for the method that included manual post- 
processing) and is quite successful in comparison to the ground truth 
but certain limits should be noted. The success of the individual steps 
depends on the initial generation of the point cloud surface. If the objects 
are merged during this step due to small distances between them, then 
the algorithm is not able to recognise them. The same issue occurs with 
the post-processing of the over segmentation. More training data may 
significantly improve the classification, but manual filtering is a very 
time-consuming and expert task. 

Existing DTMs, though of lower density and/or quality, may be ad-
vantageous for deriving a new generation of DTMs. A relatively simple 
method based on setting a threshold of evaluated points to an approxi-
mate surface outperformed the manually corrected DTM of a lower 
density of 30 % of all points measured by GNSS. Moreover, at the edges 
of rock platforms, its accuracy was comparable to a manually corrected 
DTM (RMSE of 0.5 m), while the spatially conditioned filtering with 
manually created zones and two sets of parameters produced poor re-
sults (RMSE of 5 m, the filtered NP data of the GeNeSiS project). 
Considering the increasing frequency of data collection and point cloud 
density on both local and national levels, methods utilising existing 
filtered datasets have great potential in terms of updating and improving 
exiting DTMs, and considerable savings on resources. 

ALS may help unveil the unique and usually complicated topography 
of wooded sandstone landscapes in an unprecedented level of detail. 
However, the cost of this is more complicated processing of data in 
comparison to common terrain. The proposed methods showed the po-
tential of replacing tedious manual filtering with automated procedures, 
although their choice and parameters need to be adjusted to local con-
ditions in order to obtain a DTM of the highest possible quality. 
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Appendix A 

The Bohemian Switzerland National Park

Location Area Coordinates of centroid

NP A – Kamenice canyon 2 x 2 sq. km 50°51'54"N, 14°16'25"E

A rather flat locality with a significantly incised valley of 

the Kamenice River and its inflows in the north. This 

canyon is flanked on both sides by rock walls, locally in a 

considerably advanced stage of erosion. Due to the high 

humidity in the vicinity of the streams, the vegetation here 

is luxuriant, so that the rock walls are covered with mosses 

and ferns, with occasional smaller trees growing out of 

them. There are also two small quays in the area on the 

Kamenice River, from which small excursion boats leave 

to cruise the gorges.

NP B – the Pravčická brána Arch (wide) 2 x 2 sq. km 50°52'59"N, 14°16'34"E

A large area in the vicinity of the Pravčická brána Arch, 

including rock outcrops from several sandstone layers. 

Among the distinctive landforms are also canyons and dry 

valleys separating individual rock walls. The last layer of 

rocks is topped by a relatively flat vegetated plateau, which 

is broken in places by fissures, especially in the NE-SW 

direction.

NP C – the Pravčická brána Arch (small) 400 x 400 sq. m 50°53'5"N, 14°16'51"E

Closer area around the Pravčická brána Arch, including 

parts of the lower levels of rock walls and one of the most 

eroded parts of the highest level of rock walls. In the 

northwest, there is a canyon approximately one hundred 

metres deep. Man-made objects can be found in the open 

tourist area, such as a restaurant, a small bridge, paved 

paths, and a terrace right under the arch, steps, and 

handrails along the path to viewpoints on the platform of 

the rock formation adjacent to the Pravčická brána Arch. 

The overall height difference reaches 180 m, with the 

highest point being around 505 m.
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The Adřspach-Teplice Rocks    

Location name Area [a] Coordinates of centroid

The Baronova vyhlídka Viewpoint 39.9 50°36'33"N, 16°06'47"E

The jagged edge of the Milenecká Mountain borders a flat 

lookout on a rock plateau. There are several roughly 

separated rock pillars around the edge, with deep clefts 

between them. Pine trees growing directly from the rock 

outcrops are frequent.

Labyrinth – The Divoká rokle Ravine 24.6 50°35'20"N, 16°08'22"E

As the name suggests, it is a difficult terrain full of rock 

formations lining deep valleys and hidden under 

vegetation. The site is located at the junction of the Divoká 

rokle Ravine and the valley of the Skalní potok Stream. A 

solitary rock pillar rises from the floor of the valley (not on 

the visualisation, as it has been filtered out) with a 

significant overhang and a tree on top, and there are two 

rock formations on the sides of the valley with a height of 

over 30 metres.

Milenci 29.9 50°36'38"N, 16°06'49"E

Milenci are some of the most famous and highest rock 

pillars in the Adršpach Rocks. Their height is usually 

stated to be around 100 metres, but only 80 metres were 

measured from the detailed scanning data. There is another 

prominent rock tower in the locality called Uhlířská. 

Otherwise, it is a rather flat area, the bottom of which is 

overgrown, but both rock pillars have sparse vegetation on 

them.

The Skalní ostrov Plateau – middle part 14.5 50°35'21"N, 16°07'20"E

An area roughly in the centre of the Skalní ostrov Plateau. 

It is characterised by difficult-to-access, very rugged, and 

overgrown terrain on the summit plateau with deep narrow 

crevices that tend to be overgrown with juniper and 

covered in foliage. Therefore, the laser beams have little 

chance of picking up information from the bottom or walls 

of the crevices. On the plateau itself there are still a few 

relics of the higher sandstone layer.
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The Skalní ostrov Plateau - north 49.7 50°35'31"N, 16°07'31"E

The most disturbed area of the Skalní ostrov Plateau, 

which cannot be accessed without climbing equipment. 

The rock massif is so eroded that the rock pillars are 

relatively well separated from each other, and their tops are 

rounded, so there is no vegetation growing on them. 

However, from below they are lined with relatively tall 

trees.

The Skalní ostrov Plateau - south 18.9 50°35'15"N, 16°07'19"E

It is a relatively compact and accessible part of the Skalní 

ostrov Plateau, separated from the adjacent valley by a 

rock wall about 35 metres high. On top of the relatively flat 

plateau is a relict rock pillar of higher strata of sandstone. 

The area is only partly forested, and the edge of the plateau 

is not covered with vegetation.

The Martinské stěny Walls 33.9 50°35'16"N, 16°07'32"E

The site is on the edge of the opposite rock massif to the 

Skalní ostrov Plateau. From this side, it is flanked by a rock 

wall about 55 metres high with a segmented edge into 

individual rock pillars of different heights. Some of the 

rock pillars have a distinctly elongated shape in the NNW-

SSE direction, which corresponds to the main direction of 

the massif’s cleavage. Deep chasms have formed between 

the rock pillars. Fallen boulders have become overgrown 

with smaller trees, making it difficult to determine the 

bottom of these chasms.

Wall near Starosta 94.9 50°36'48"N, 16°6'39"E

It is a relatively flat site overgrown with mature trees and 

lined with a rock wall about 50 metres high. The valley is 

cut by a wall about 10 metres high, beyond which is a 

hanging valley with a broken bottom and dense vegetation.

. (continued). 
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